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This screenplay centers around a true life court case but is a 
fictional representation of its players and events.
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FADE IN:

INT. MIAMI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TERMINAL - NIGHT

               Card: Miami, Florida. 1985

The vowels of a dozen South American languages bounce off the 
dirty linoleum floor. Okay, there are only two South American 
languages but it sounds like the tower of babble in here. 

DRUG DOGS curl around and sniff at suitcases. FLYERS harangue 
TICKET AGENTS. Yesterday's Empanadas lay in smeared glass 
display cases brewing the salmonella strain of the day.

Welcome to MIA!

Or... as it's also known, "the real landing after terrified, 
you think your plane is bellyflopping into the alligator 
infested Everglades.

We follow SILVA, 24, Cuban American female private driver, 
She's one punchy bit of sinew, a bit of a tom boy, a diamond 
in the rough, though, with a little Maybelline.

MIRAC follows her, he's 30, Turkish-German magazine reporter. 
Inquisitive, good natured.  This is his first time in Miami 
and it shows.

SILVA
That's your only bag?

Mirac nods.

SILVA (CONT'D)
You need to wipe that smile off 
your face. Drug enforcement will 
think you've stuffed coke up your 
ass.

Mirac struggles to keep up with her pace.

MIRAC
But, I'm in Miami! I can be happy, 
no?

SILVA
Honestly. And don't take this 
personal. Not everyone dresses like 
Miami Vice here. You might want to 
get some socks. Where your hotel 
is, they haven't sprayed for 
mosquitos in years. Unless you like 
polka dots.
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MIRAC
It's funny, I wasn't expecting a 
female driver.

SILVA
You want Salvador over there? If it 
wasn't for the ocean, he wouldn't 
know which way was east.  Stick 
with me. I'll get you around Miami 
safely and on time. Just do me one 
thing. Don't track sand into my 
car. Never track sand into my car.

They exit the airport into the hustle and bustle of curbside.

EXT. AIRPORT CURBSIDE - NIGHT

Mirac stops in his tracks.

MIRAC
My god. What's with this air?

SILVA
Humidity. Miami's famous for it. 
Imagine breathing through a tampon 
taped to your face. One that 
doesn't really keep you dry. 

A blast of 80's rap music.

 

               CARD: EIGHT YEARS EARLIER

EXT. MIAMI NUDE BEACH - DAY

SUNBATHERS in the raw soak up the sand and sun. There's so 
many shaved crotches it looks like the lawnmower demo line at 
a LawnBoy convention.

A topless Black BEAUTY on her towel lowers her sunglasses and 
the volume on her boom box.

What is that dark shadow coming out of the water in front of 
her? 

ANTONIO, 12, Cuban, wades out of the surf after a swim from 
offshore. He's fully clothed in shirt and shorts, ragged 
tennis shoes, soaked and the poor boy's exhausted.

He collapses to the sand near the Beauty.
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He tries to catch his breath, makes the sign of a boat 
sinking.

ANTONIO
Our boat. It sink.

BEAUTY
I'm guessing you're the only 
survivor because I don't see any 
other skinny people. 

He nods.

BEAUTY (CONT'D)
And daddy and mama?

ANTONIO
No have.

BEAUTY
Brother, sister, auntie?

He shakes his head.

BEAUTY (CONT'D)
Child. Blessings come in many 
disguises. My family are all 
shitheads. They were all hounding 
me, "you can't leave Atlanta for 
Miami, girl, how you going to fit 
in with all those Jews down there?" 
Hell with them. I have a Jewish 
boyfriend now and he fits in me 
just fine. 

Antonio looks out to the sea. The beauty senses the boy's 
sadness.

BEAUTY (CONT'D)
Listen to me. Find a good friend, a 
job. Don't get caught up with what 
brings so many men down here into 
abject poverty and chasing their 
tails their whole lives --- 
Greyhound racing. 

She rubs some Coppertone on her shoulders.
 

BEAUTY (CONT'D)
And don't be like these stupid 
people all around me. Look at em, 
butt naked and sitting in lawn 
chairs.

(MORE)
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BEAUTY (CONT'D)
I could have three pairs of pants 
on and my butt would still not be 
comfortable  in a scratchy lawn 
chair. 

Antonio gets up. 

ANTONIO
A bathroom? I need to pee.

BEAUTY
You could have done it in the 
water. It keeps those nasty 
jellyfish thinking they've already 
stung. 
 

INT. PUBLIC RESTROOM - DAY

Antonio rushes in, opens the unlocked door to a stall.

Across from him, ENRIQUE, 40, squats on a toilet. Antonio 
turns to exit the stall in a rush.

ENRIQUE
Hey! Wait! If you could find the 
end on that roll of toilet paper 
there, it would be much 
appreciated. By the time I find it, 
my shit will have dried and caked 
against my butt cheeks. I'd have to 
chip it off with a chisel. 

Antonio goes over, tinkers with the roll until he finds the 
end and rolls some paper off for Enrique to use. 

Antonio goes to leave the stall. 

ENRIQUE (CONT'D)
Thank you. Kid, you're soaked. I've 
got a dry towel in my bag. Go ahead 
and get it out. 

Antonio averts his eyes as he opens Enrique's duffel bag and 
takes out a towel, starts to dry himself off.

ENRIQUE (CONT'D)
What's your name?

ANTONIO
Antonio.

A toilet flushes.  Enrique gets up.
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ENRIQUE
Lucky if I ever find a bathroom 
stall lock that works. But, this is 
America and chance meetings have a 
meaning here. My late wife. 

He makes the sign of the cross.

ENRIQUE (CONT'D)
I met her in the laundrymat. She 
didn't tape the dryer door shut and 
her tennis shoes flew out and the 
fuckers smacked me on the head. I 
never let her forget it. Gave her 
new tennis shoes every anniversary. 
Romantic, huh? You want to go get a 
coke? Every wet cuban has a sad 
story to tell. 

EXT. PUBLIC RESTROOM - DAY

The two exit the restroom and start to walk towards a 
neighborhood.  

Antonio turns to see the beauty getting into a high end 
convertible in the parking lot. They meet eyes.

BEAUTY
That's the way! Find a friend! But, 
don't let him take you to the 
Greyhounds.

ENRIQUE
Don't listen to the gringos or 
you'll be poor your whole life. 
They like to waste money on 
watching animals have lunch. 

EXT. MIAMI SEAAQUARIUM ATTRACTION - DAY

A TRAINER runs 2 DOLPHINS through a performance. 

A single audience member in the stands, a child, NATHAN, 10, 
watches this private performance without glee. 

Off to the side his PARENTS argue heatedly with each other.

Nathan screams in protest at the cloudy Miami sky.

The mother looks over to him.
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MOTHER
Nathan, stop that screaming! You're 
scaring the dolphins.

NATHAN
Dolphins can't hear human voices 
mommy. 

The mother looks over to the trainer, who freezes, dangling a 
fish for a dolphin to attempt to grab without success over 
and over.

TRAINER
He's right.

MOTHER
I wasn't looking to you for 
confirmation. I wanted to know if 
you were done or not. I want to 
take my son home.

The Trainer drops the fish.

TRAINER
Squiggy, Lenny and I are done, 
then. 

MOTHER
Come on Nathan. We're going home.

Nathan gets up, walks down the stand to join his parents.

FATHER
Happy Birthday, son. I hope you 
enjoyed your day. 

Nathan frowns.

NATHAN
Is it over?

BACK TO PRESENT---

INT. SILVA'S CAR IN MOTION - NIGHT

Mirac rides comfortably in the back seat. Miami sweeps by 
outside his window. Gritty, neon, latin, jewish, black, 
white, 7 elevens with inflatable dolphins in the window.  

Silva catches his eye in the rearview.

SILVA
You don't look German.
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MIRAC
I"m Turkish German, German Turkish. 
Just call me Gerkish.

He snaps a picture through the window with a Polaroid camera.

MIRAC (CONT'D)
I love all these palm trees.

SILVA
Coconuts fall and knock off a few 
folks every year.

MIRAC
Trees kill people all over the 
world.

SILVA
Really? Sounds like a pandemic.

Mirac looks at his polaroid snap. A fail. A white blur, the 
reflection of his flash on the window. 

SILVA (CONT'D)
So, you're a reporter? What are you 
reporting on?

MIRAC
The Germans and French have decided 
to conduct World War Three right 
here on US soil in Miami. Actually, 
just the German toy car company 
Darda is suing the French toy car 
manufacturer, Majorette over little 
toy cars.

SILVA
Sounds like me and my brother, 
fighting over our toys. 

MIRAC
You both wanted to play with the 
same toy?

SILVA
Fighting with our parents. My 
brother wanted barbie dolls. I 
wanted a toy truck. They said, "You 
kids stop screwing with your 
gender." Hell, it could have been 
worse, we could have been screwing 
with Uncle Ernesto.
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They pull up to a hotel. Tilted plastic Flamingos brighten a 
run down entrance. 

Mirac lifts his camera.

MIRAC
Can I take your picture?

SILVA
What? The back of my head? Are you 
some creep?

MIRAC
To remember my first night here. 
Your eyes in the rearview. They're 
like burning chestnuts.

SILVA
I don't fuck with my customers. 
Let's get that straight, Gerkish. 
Your room attendant here will give 
you a handjob if you don't ask for 
too many towels. 

EXT. HOTEL DRIVEWAY - NIGHT

The two get out. Silva grabs his suitcase from the trunk, 
hands it to him.

SILVA
I'll pick you up in the morning. 

MIRAC
Silva. I wasn't trying to, you 
know.

SILVA
It's Miami. Don't sweat it. If it 
doesn't make you overdose, it makes 
you horny.

MIRAC
No. I  mean it. 

SILVA
Okay. A girl's supposed to be 
flattered to being compared to 
burning chestnuts. You like my 
nose, too? You see any jack frost 
nipping at it? Not in Miami, Nat 
King Cole.
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MIRAC
I don't understand.

She gets in the car.

SILVA
I'll see you good and early. 

Mirac watches her drive away and then walks towards the 
entrance as some DRUNKARDS exit the place, knock into him.

BACK TO THE PAST AGAIN---

INT. ENRIQUE'S HOME - DAY

Antonio, formally a beached castaway, now in fresh, dry 
clothes sits at a kitchen table in this modest apartment. 

Enrique places a plate of Cuban food in front of him, sits 
opposite him with a plate of his own.

ENRIQUE
I don't use salt on my food. Doctor 
says my high blood pressure can 
kill me. He also says Castro 
screwed Betty White and Debbie 
Gibson is their love child. What to 
believe?

 Antonio takes bites of his food.

ENRIQUE (CONT'D)
You can stay here if you want, go 
to school, help me out with my 
business. I go fishing on my day 
off. Do you like to fish?

Antonio points down at the fish on his plate. 

ANTONIO
Yes, it's very good.

ENRIQUE
No, I mean do you like TO fish. You 
have to watch your articles. It's 
like in order to keep us ignorant 
of the  language, they made up this 
fucked up system of articles.

Enrique pours more Coke into Antonio's glass rattling the ice 
cubes there.
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ENRIQUE (CONT'D)
You're a smart kid. You'll go far.  

INT. NATHAN'S FAMILY MANSION - DAY

A child's hand places a Hot Wheels car on the signature 
Hotwheels orange plastic track. 

He lets go. The car speeds down an incline and takes a turn 
on the track, races up and then goes down again. Through 
another twist and another, through tunnels and around 
embankments. 

This is one fucking big Hotwheels track set up!  

Finally, the car follows the track out a sliding glass door 
onto a balcony

and over the railing and flies---

Into the air and over a swimming pool and drops into the 
glistening blue water.

A POOL BOY, strainer in hand, looks up with annoyance as 
Nathan looks out from the balcony.

POOL BOY
You little snot. Stop making your 
Hot Wheels go into the pool. I'm 
tired of fishing them out. 

NATHAN
I'm tired of seeing your dick get 
hard when my mom comes out to pick 
an orange. 

POOL BOY
You watching my dick? You little 
queer.

The pool boy jumps into the pool, swims to the bottom, 
retrieves the Hot Wheel.

He gets out of the pool, holds it up for Nathan to see, then 
tosses the car as far as he can throw it into the bay behind 
the house.

NATHAN
It's okay fuckface. I've got plenty 
where that came from. 


